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This issue is the second of two special issues of Libraries & the Cultural Record devoted to the accounts of fourteen remarkable women pioneers in the information sciences. (The first special issue was L&CR 44, no. 2, published in the spring of 2009.) The four articles in this issue focus on women who came into prominence within their specialties after 1950. Their stories carry forward many of the themes explored in the first issue-the pioneers' extraordinary accomplishments in the face of tough challenges, their strong and distinctive personalities, and some common personal attributes, for example, how many of them lived very long lives, extending their professional contributions long after the usual retirement age.
In this group of pioneers, however, are some phenomena that were not present in the first group. After 1950 the field of information science had matured and become more cohesive and self-aware. There were many more interrelations, cross-fertilizations, and opportunities not only for employment but also for support of research and development. The careers of this group of pioneers were also inevitably affected by external events such as the cold war, the launching of Sputnik, and the ensuing space race. These and similar events resulted in a tremendous expansion of federal funding for research and development in science and engineering, including information science. In the 1960s and 1970s government money flowed freely on the premise that supporting research and development was a way to enhance national defense and security. From a focus on science information the government (as reflected in the priorities of the National Science Foundation) gradually changed to an emphasis on information science-the study of systems and theories for gathering, organization, storage, retrieval, and dissemination of recorded information. The careers of our pioneers reflect that subtle but important shift in the second half of the twentieth century.
While it is true that the field was becoming more formally defined after 1950, it had not yet settled into strict educational requirements. Martha Williams and Madeline Henderson both earned degrees in chemistry and had set their minds on careers in that field. Even though Williams, Henderson, and Pauline Cochrane each assumed the identity of an information science professional and became a serious, prolific, and influential researcher, none of them earned a Ph.D. Only Elfreda Chatman, whose career developed much later than the others, experienced a fairly orthodox educational track in preparation for conducting research in information science. No matter what her background (chemist, librarian, or indexer), however, each came to define herself as an information scientist, establishing her own unique specialty.
As with the first group of pioneers, the women profiled in this issue made contributions that would be dubbed singular and remarkable. As was true also of the first group, these pioneers were multitalented, excelling in research, teaching, writing and editing, project management, and other professional activities. They published extensively-they were prolific writers in all formats and exceptional editors and compilers as well as frequent professional speakers. Their many published works were heavily used and heavily cited-and still are. They won prestigious national awards for their research, publications, and other contributions to the field, and two of them served as president of the American Society for Information Science (now the American Society for Information Science and Technology).
Beyond simply cataloging their many and varied accomplishments, these articles show that the pioneers truly made a lasting difference. Their professional activities were extremely influential in defining and expanding the field. For example, Williams tracked and chronicled the information industry-some might say she defined the industry by the companies she tracked and the statistics she reported. During her twentyfive years as editor of the Annual Review of Information Science & Technology she both expanded the boundaries of information science research and influenced the importance of particular research areas by selecting a wide variety of topics and authors to feature in each of the yearly issues. Henderson developed a key tool for early information science researchers and developers that likewise helped to define the boundaries of the field. Chatman stretched the scope of theory development in the field and established an entirely new line of research by focusing on the most widely found but previously ignored information user-an individual experiencing everyday information problems. Cochrane prodded other researchers to ask new questions about information access and established new methods to answer those questions.
This group had many of the same personality traits associated with the earlier women pioneers. The adjectives that appear repeatedly in these stories are "strong-willed," "confident," "inspiring," and "creative." Perhaps because they were women they were also considered "collaborative," "inclusive," "empathetic," and "collegial." Their colleagues and students even described them as "kind," "generous," and "compassionate." They were all teachers at heart if not in actual practice.
Nevertheless, they were strong, tenacious, and doggedly careeroriented at a time when these qualities were not expected of women or even always viewed as desirable. Women still face challenges today in juggling careers with motherhood and homemaking, but at least today it is accepted that combining these activities is a viable option for women. Prior to the 1970s it was not viewed that way, and the pioneers' career aspirations were seen by many as not quite normal. It is thus not surprising that only one of them, Henderson, raised children at the same time she was working. Regardless of their family status, however, these pioneers all had a strong work ethic.
These accomplished women were bridge builders between different government agencies and organizations and between different disciplines and different segments of the profession. They ignored boundaries between groups of people who normally hardly talked to each other and opened the way to new and productive relationships. Even though they could be contentious, all generally had an ability to get along with people and get work done. This is the mark of a true leader, not just a pioneer.
In this day and age, with so much background information about individuals' personal lives being shared publicly on the Internet, it may seem odd that so little appears in these stories about the private lives of these pioneers. But we believe that is exactly how these women would have wanted it-they were very private people who kept their personal stories to themselves.
Younger readers of this special issue may not appreciate how very few positive female role models existed at the time these women worked and how often the women of that era had to face down men-and sometimes women-who actively tried to discourage their careers. From oral histories and documents it is hard to find direct testimonials about this discrimination-the pioneers seemed reluctant to acknowledge it or describe it in modern terms of gender discrimination. Nevertheless, the evidence of what happened to them during their careers shows that even though it was often subtle and hard to prove, it was real. In these stories can be seen several examples of gender bias: outright harassment (Williams handled that "with an uncanny mixture of professionalism and flirtation"), lack of recognition for contributions to a team effort, lack of opportunities for promotion, and lack of support for travel and professional development. Further, sometimes the sexism was combined with ageism. Nevertheless, these women generally brushed off discrimination. Rather than dwelling on disadvantages that came with such inequity, they persevered in spite of it; they were remarkably resilient. In fact, they all faced down disappointments at various stages in their careers. Cochrane never was able to get her dissertation out of committee at the University of Chicago. Williams was removed as chair of the National Online Meeting. Henderson was denied promotions and travel support. Chatman drew much criticism for her unusual and unorthodox field methods. None of them gave up.
In more than one way, and certainly in sheer numbers, the work world of these information science pioneers was heavily dominated by men. Nevertheless, tucked into these articles, here and there, are other women who were not featured in either of the two special issues but whose stories are just as significant and need to be told. The names of Helen Brownson (National Science Foundation), Ruth Davis (National Library of Medicine), Henriette Avram (Library of Congress), Phyllis Richmond (classificationist), and others pop up repeatedly. We hope that we will see their stories in future issues of L&CR.
It has been a genuine pleasure serving as guest editors for these two special issues-from the initial overwhelming response to our call for contributions to the countless hours of communicating with authors and reviewers to develop the manuscripts. We thank each of the authors who proposed a candidate for inclusion and hope that some of the stories not told here will find their way to publication soon. A particular thanks goes to the authors whose articles were published in the special issues. It was a pleasure to work with you, and we appreciate your commitment to do full justice to the women about whom you were writing. We hope that you are as gratified as we are to see these women celebrated in L&CR. Throughout the long editorial process we benefited from the gracious and wise counsel of editor David Gracy and the support and encouragement of managing editor Janelle Dupont.
We hope that these two special issues will mark not the end but the beginning of increased interest in historical scholarship about women pioneers of our field. There are so very many more stories to be told.
